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Digital Reading 
by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy 

   
 In today’s 21st century classroom technology has become a standard educational tool. Teachers 

use laptops, wirelessly connected to projectors, to share content from computer screens or iPads onto 

whiteboards. The image shared might be part of a teacher’s curriculum or original educational materials 

created by the teacher. Teachers might share a webpage or an interactive lesson. Digital “pens” using 

virtual “ink” in a variety of colors can be used to annotate whatever is projected on the whiteboard.  

 One unique use of technology this year is a new reading intervention program used at some of 

our secondary school sites. The program is implemented using iPads for the entire lesson; the teacher 

uses an iPad; the students use iPads. 

 The reading program is called iLit, which stands for Inspire Literacy, and is made by Pearson, one 

of the largest names in education http://redefiningliteracy.com. iLit’s well-researched instructional model 

includes free reading time with a considerable library of digital books and is “designed to help students 

gain two or more years of reading growth in a single year” (http://redefiningliteracy.com/research).  

 In the “Read Aloud, Think Aloud” portion of the class the teacher models and guides student 

readers through various strategies and skills to foster reading comprehension. Then, there’s “Classroom 

Conversation”, “Whole Group”, and other components that flow seamlessly together in a uniquely 

integrated fashion, all using iPads. 

 The teacher carries the iPad around the classroom and, from time to time, “broadcasts” 

information to student iPads. This might include a page from a book that all simultaneously share or a 

brief “survey” students (who love this feature) complete and send back to the teacher to check for 

understanding. 

 “Open your notebooks,” is still a phrase you’ll hear, but the notebooks are digital ones on the iPad, 

and students type their journal notes and class notes on the iPad digital keyboards at various stages in 

the lesson. Student response has been very positive, and an eager “Can we read our books?” is no 

longer an unusual phrase coming from students. 

 The now tech-savvy instructors of the iLit classes are middle school teachers Loretta Vasquez 

(Marshall), Kayla Payne (Yucca), and Dorothy Willmon (Gattis), along with Jay Reed (CHS Freshman 

Academy). These teachers have embraced this paradigm shift in teaching and learning with great 

determination and daily remark on the positive student response they’ve seen. 

 No pencil, no paper? It’s okay; great learning is still going on. 
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